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stract

PURPOSE More than 50% of patients with stage IV colorectal cancer (metastatic colorectal cancer [mCRC])

relapse postresection. The efficacy of postoperative systemic treatment is limited in this setting. Thus, these

patients would greatly benefit from the use of a reliable prognostic biomarker, such as circulating tumor DNA

(ctDNA) to identify minimal or molecular residual disease (MRD).

PATIENTS AND METHODS We analyzed a cohort of 112 patients with mCRC who had undergone metastatic

resection with curative intent as part of the PREDATOR clinical trial. The study evaluated the prognostic value of

ctDNA, correlating MRD status postsurgery with clinical outcomes by using a personalized and tumor-informed

ctDNA assay (bespoke multiple PCR, next-generation sequencing assay). Postresection, systemic therapy was

given to 39.2% of the patients at the discretion of the treating physician.

RESULTS Postsurgical, MRD positivity was observed in 54.4% (61 of 112) of patients, of which 96.7% (59 of 61)

progressed at the time of data cutoff (hazard ratio [HR]: 5.8; 95% CI, 3.5 to 9.7; P, .001). MRD-positive status

was also associated with an inferior overall survival: HR: 16.0; 95% CI, 3.9 to 68.0; P , .001. At the time of

analyses, 96% (49 of 51) of patients were alive in the MRD-negative arm compared with 52.4% (32 of 61) in the

MRD-positive arm. Patients who did not receive systemic therapy and were MRD-negative in the combined

ctDNA analysis at two time points had an overall survival of 100%. In the multivariate analysis, ctDNA-based

MRD status was the most significant prognostic factor associated with disease-free survival (HR: 5.78; 95% CI,

3.34 to 10.0; P , .001).

CONCLUSION This study confirms that in mCRC undergoing resection of metastases, postoperative MRD analysis

is a strong prognostic biomarker. It holds promises for being implemented in clinical decision making, informing

clinical trial design, and further translational research.
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INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the fourth most common

cancer and the second-leading cause of cancer-related

death in theUnited States.1,2Approximately 15%-25%of

patients present withmetastatic disease upon diagnosis,3

and approximately 50% of patients with early-stage

disease develop metastases.4 Despite progressive im-

provements in therapeutic algorithms and molecular

characterization over the past 15 years, the 5-year sur-

vival rate for metastatic CRC (mCRC) is below 20%.2,5,6

Although surgery with curative intent is a key option for

selected cases, only aminority of patients achieve cure or

long-term survival benefit. Reports have indicated that

17%-25% of patients with oligometastatic disease

confined to a single organ (eg, liver) can attain cure,

provided that the patient undergoes radical

metastasectomy.7 However, the value of adding post-

operative adjuvant chemotherapy (ACT)8 and/or targeted

therapy9 remains a matter of debate and active

investigation.10 Thus, surgery is the current recom-

mended course of treatment, provided that it is techni-

cally feasible.11 Notwithstanding, approximately 50% of

patients relapse postresection.4,12 When an R0 resection

is achieved, relapse is due to the presence of postsur-

gical minimal or molecular residual disease (MRD).
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During the postsurgical surveillance period, the current

standard of care involves routine patient checkups, peri-

odic computed tomography scans, and monitoring of

carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) levels.11 However, each of

these approaches have extensive limitations. Computed

tomography imaging can only detect overt lesions and have

shown limited sensitivity in detecting recurrent metastatic

disease.13 Similarly, reports have indicated limited clinical

utility of CEA,14 with limited sensitivity to detect recurrence

(68%-82%).15 Furthermore, CEA levels can paradoxically

increase in response to chemotherapy.16 Thus, better

prognostic biomarkers are urgently needed for patients with

oligometastatic CRC, to help improve patient outcomes,

especially in the postresection setting.

Several studies have indicated the clinical utility of circu-

lating tumor DNA (ctDNA) for MRD assessment, monitoring

recurrence, and treatment response in patients with

CRC.17-19 Among a range of assays available,20 digital

droplet PCR (ddPCR) has been widely used to detect

mutations in ctDNA.21 However, in patients with mCRC,

ddPCR is only applicable to patients who harbor the

specific mutation in the tumor (eg, KRAS in most of the

cases), making this approach less sensitive. Moreover,

studies have shown KRAS mutation to occur in approxi-

mately 50% of patients with mCRC only.22 Thus, studies

that evaluate the clinical utility of ctDNA as a prognostic

biomarker in patients with mCRC for MRD detection and

predicting disease progression have been limited.

Here, we investigate the clinical validity of ctDNA testing by

using a personalized and a tumor-informed multiplex PCR

(mPCR), next-generation sequencing (NGS) assay (Sig-

natera, bespoke mPCR-NGS) for MRD detection at the

postoperative time point. This study evaluates the associ-

ation of ctDNA-basedMRD status with disease-free survival

(DFS) in patients with mCRC. We also measured CEA and

compared its performance with ctDNA-based MRD

detection, in predicting disease progression. Finally, we

compared two orthogonal ctDNA detection methodologies

(personalized mPCR-NGS assay v KRAS specific ddPCR)

across samples, to identify the optimal method of ctDNA

detection.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

A total of 136 patients were enrolled as part of the pro-

spective PREDATOR study conducted at Istituto Oncolo-

gico Veneto, IRCCS, Padua, Italy, in collaboration with the

Department of Medicine, University of Padua, Italy. All

patients provided the informed consent. The study was

granted Ethics Approval by Local Authorities and was

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki

(CESC Istituto Oncologico Veneto ref no. 2018/66). The

study involved collection of clinical and pathologic data and

plasma samples at prespecified time points from patients

with mCRC who underwent resection of metastases with

curative intent, referred to the Istituto Oncologico Veneto.

The primary objective was to measure the DFS from time of

surgery to the first radiologic evidence of disease pro-

gression, and secondary end points included overall sur-

vival (OS) and translational analyses. All patients received

treatment and follow-up in compliance with the standard

clinical practice in this setting, according to investigator’s

choice. The ctDNA statistical analysis plan was developed

before unblinding of the clinical data and followed for the

analysis. The data assessors were blinded to patient out-

come and sample order. Neither treating clinicians nor

patients were informed about the ctDNA results.

Personalized mPCR-Based NGS Assay for

ctDNA Detection

As previously described,19 whole-exome sequencing was

performed on formalin fixed and paraffin embedded tumor

tissue along with matched normal blood samples. On

analyzing the sequencing results, a set of 16 patient-
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specific somatic clonal single nucleotide variants (SNVs)

were selected for mPCR testing. The mPCR primers tar-

geting the personalized SNVs were designed and synthe-

sized to be subsequently used to identify and track ctDNA

in a patient’s plasma. For this, blood samples (20 mL) were

collected from patients at predetermined time points and

cell-free DNA (cfDNA) (median: 8.8 ng/mL; range: 2.3-

397.9) per mL of plasma was extracted. Sequencing runs

that were flagged for low coverage were resequenced after

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments process

update (preparing or washing sequencers). Plasma sam-

ples with ≥ 2 SNVs detected above a predefined confi-

dence threshold were deemed ctDNA-positive, and ctDNA

concentration was reported as mean tumor molecules

per mL of plasma.

Digital Droplet PCR

ddPCR analysis was performed at the Unit of Surgical

Pathology, University of Padua, Italy. Plasma was isolated

from whole blood with two subsequent centrifugations, first

at 1,600 × g for 10 minutes and the other on the super-

natant at 3,000 × g for 10minutes, and was stored at –80°C

until further analysis. DNA (median: 4.0 ng/μL; range: 0.8-

7.2 ng/μL) was extracted from plasma using the Magcore

Super automated nucleic acid extractor (Diatech, Jesi,

Italy) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Samples were prepared for ddPCR (QX200 ddPCR system;

Bio-Rad, Berkeley, CA) using specific ddPCR Supermix with

no dUTTP for probes (Bio-Rad) and probes supplied by the

ddPCR KRAS Screening Multiplex Kit (Bio-Rad) that covered

seven specific KRAS mutations: G12A (dHsaCP2500586),

G12C (dHsaCP2500584), G12D (dHsaCP2500596), G12R

(dHsaCP2500590), G12S (dHsaCP2500588), G12V

(dHsaCP2500592), and G13D (dHsaCP2500598). QX200

droplet generator and C1000 Touch Thermo Cycler (Bio-

Rad) were used for DNA amplification with the following

protocol: 95°C for 10 minutes followed by 40 cycles of 94°C

for 30 seconds and 55°C for 1 minute, and then 98°C for 10

minutes. Droplets were read in the QX200 droplet reader

(Bio-Rad) and analyzed using the Quantasoft software ver-

sion 1.0.596 (Bio-Rad). Among others, the software reports

the value of fractional abundance calculated as the ratio of

drops positive for the mutant allele to drops positive for both

mutant allele and wild-type allele (percentage of mutant

KRAS alleles). The sensitivity cutoff for the ctDNA detection

assay was set at the lower limit of 0.02% mutant alleles.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical significance was assessed using Fisher’s exact

test for categorical variables. Survival analyses were per-

formed using the Kaplan-Meier Estimator and the Cox

method. These analyses were carried out in R-3.6.1 using

packages survminer, survival, and coxphf.23 The primary

outcome measure was DFS assessed between the date of

metastases resection and the date of the first evidence of

progressive disease, as defined by RECIST criteria.24 A

multivariable Cox proportional hazards model was used to

assess the most significant prognostic factor associated

with DFS. The exploratory analysis evaluated the associa-

tion of post-surgical ctDNA with OS and combined ctDNA

analysis at two time points with DFS. All P values were

based on two-sided testing, and differences were consid-

ered significant at P ≤ .05.

RESULTS

ctDNA analysis was performed on 192 plasma samples

from 112 patients with a median follow-up of 10.7 months

(range: 0.9-53.8 months), of which 73.2% (82 of 112)

experienced disease progression. Plasma samples were

collected at the first time point and at the time of radiologic

evidence of progressive disease or last follow-up (Fig 1). Of

112 patients, 55 (49%) received preoperative treatment

(doublet with or without biologic, FP monotherapy with or

without biologic, and triplet with or without biologic) and 44

(39%) patients received postoperative treatment (doublet

with or without biologic, FP monotherapy, and triplet with or

without biologic), postresection. Themedian age of patients

at diagnosis was 60.1 years. Of the 112 patients analyzed,

63 (56.2%) presented with synchronous tumors, with liver

(n = 65/112; 58.0%) being the most common site of

metastasis, followed by lung (n = 22/112; 19.6%), peri-

toneum (n = 16/112; 14.3%), and others (n = 9/112;

8.0%). Data on postsurgery clinical intervention and

other clinicopathologic information were collected for all

patients (Table 1).

Postoperative ctDNA Status Predicts Patient Outcomes

Plasma collected after surgery (median: 27 days; range: 8-

99.5 days), before the start of ACT, was available for 112

patients. Of these, 61 (54.5%) were MRD-positive and 51

(45.5%) were MRD-negative. At first time point, the assay

showed a sensitivity of 72% (59 of 82; Fig 2A), a specificity of

93.3% (28 of 30), and a positive predictive value of 96.7%

(59 of 61). For MRD-positive patients that progressed, the

median lead time was 3.16 months (range: 0.07-

37.9 months). Of the two patients, that were ctDNA-positive

and did not progress, one of them received ACT. MRD

positivity was associated with a marked reduction in DFS, as

compared withMRD-negative patients (HR: 5.8; 95%CI, 3.5

to 9.7; P, .001; Fig 2B). The MRD-positive status was also

associated with an inferior OS (HR: 16.0; 95% CI, 3.9 to

68.0, P , .001; Fig 2C). At the time of data cutoff, 96% (49

of 51) of patients in the MRD-negative arm were alive

compared with 52.4% (32 of 61) in theMRD-positive arm. In

the multivariate analysis, ctDNA-based MRD status was the

most significant prognostic factor associated with DFS when

compared with other clinicopathologic factors (HR: 5.78,

95% CI, 3.34 to 10.0; P , .001; Fig 3).

Combined ctDNA Analysis at Two Time Points Is a Strong

Predictor of Patient Outcomes

An exploratory combined ctDNA analysis at two time points

(ie, baseline plus last follow-up time point–either the time of
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radiologic progression or last evidence of radiologic

disease’s absence) was performed on 80 patients. Pa-

tients who were ctDNA-positive at both or turned positive

at the second time point were categorized in the ctDNA-

positive arm (n = 45), whereas patients who were ctDNA-

negative at both or turned negative at the second time

point were categorized in the ctDNA-negative arm

(n = 35). All except one patient in the ctDNA-positive arm,

97.7% (44 of 45), experienced disease progression.

Since in this cohort, a subset of patients received sys-

temic therapy postsurgery (n = 30/80), which may affect

the performance of the assay for ctDNA assessment, we

separately analyzed patients (n = 50) who did not receive

systemic therapy. Of these 50 patients, a total of 35

patients progressed, of which 32 were ctDNA-positive,

showing a sensitivity of 91.4% (Fig 2) and a specificity of

93.3% (14 of 15). This analysis showed that ctDNA-

positive patients, not treated with systemic therapy,

had a markedly reduced DFS (HR: 15.0; 95% CI, 4.3 to

49; P , .001; Fig 4A). Furthermore, ctDNA-negative

patients had an exceptional outcome with an OS of

100% with a 50-month follow-up (Fig 4B).

Patients with mCRC underwent surgery

(n = 113)

Patients enrolled 

(N = 136)

Patients passed QC (n = 112), and 

Signatera assays were designed

Patients excluded because of

WES QC failure (n = 23)

Patient excluded because of

failure in plasma normal

concordance (n = 1)

Patients excluded for not

having second time point  

(n = 32)

ctDNA-positive 

(n = 45) 

ctDNA-Negative 

(n = 35)

Included for ctDNA

analysis at last or follow-up

time point (n = 80)

ctDNA-positive 

(n = 61) 

ctDNA-negative 

(n = 51)

Included for ctDNA

analysis at first time point 

(n = 112)

A

mCRC patients

with curative intent 

(n = 112)

First postoperative

sampling for ctDNA analysis

Radiologic

progressive disease

Exclusive follow-up

Time point

during progression

Follow-up time pointCT
scan

CT
scan

Postoperative systemic

treatment 12-24 weeks

(39% of patients) 

Surgery

B

FIG 1. CONSORT diagram and study design. (A) Flowchart showing patient enrollment, sample collection, and ctDNA analysis at the first

postsurgical time point and at last or follow-up time point. ctDNA results (positive and negative) and number of patients who experienced

disease progression are indicated. (B) Study schema showing timing of ctDNA sampling and CT imaging. Tumor tissue was available from 112

patients, who underwent colorectal cancer metastases resection with curative intent. CT, computed tomography; ctDNA, circulating tumor

DNA; mCRC, metastatic colorectal cancer; QC, quality check; WES: whole exome sequencing.
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ctDNA Assessment Using ddPCR Versus Personalized

mPCR-NGS Methodology

Since ddPCR technology is used to detect a specific mu-

tation in ctDNA, we selected a subset of patients (n = 27)

with KRAS mutations for ddPCR analysis (Bio-rad com-

mercial kits) and the results were compared with person-

alized mPCR-NGS technology at the postoperative time

point. Our results indicate concordance in 55.5% (15 of 27)

of patients and discordance in 44.5% (12 of 27) of patients

(Fig 5A). Interestingly, all the discordant results were of the

type where personalized mPCR-NGS was positive and

ddPCR was negative, and 91.6% (11 of 12) of these pa-

tients developed disease progression. This suggests greater

sensitivity of the personalized mPCR-NGS assay over

ddPCR in accurately identifying patients with disease

progression, even among patients whose tumors showed

evidence of containing the RAS mutations of interest.

Comparison of CEA With ctDNA

In a subset of patients (n = 55) that had both ctDNA and

CEA results available postoperatively, we compared CEA

with ctDNA-basedMRD status. As shown in Figure 5B, CEA

was not predictive for DFS (HR: 1.5; 95% CI, 0.83 to 2.7;

P = .18), whereas ctDNA testing using the personalized

mPCR-NGS assay was significantly correlated with disease

progression. Particularly, MRD-positive patients at the

postsurgical time point had a markedly reduced DFS

compared with MRD-negative patients (HR: 6.4; 95% CI,

3.0 to 13.0; P , .001; Fig 5C).

For patients who eventually progressed (n = 13), we

compared the performance of the three assays: person-

alized mPCR-NGS, ddPCR, and CEA. We found that MRD

assessment using the personalized mPCR-NGS was most

sensitive in identifying recurrence with a sensitivity of

84.6% (11 of 13), whereas CEA and ddPCR showed the

TABLE 1. Patient Demographics and Baseline Characteristics

Patient Characteristic All Patients (N = 112), No. (%)

Sex

Male 72 (64.2)

Female 40 (35.7)

Presentation of metastasis

Synchronous 63 (56.2)

Metachronous 49 (43.7)

Event

Progressive disease 82 (73.2)

Median age at diagnosis of metastatic disease, median (range), years 60.1 (22.1-83.3)

Site of metastasis

Liver 65 (58.0)

Lung 22 (19.6)

Peritoneum 16 (14.3)

Others 9 (8.0)

Location of primary tumor

Right 30 (26.8)

Left 82 (73.2)

Presurgical treatment

Doublet with or without biologic, FP monotherapy with or without biologic, and triplet with or without biologic 55 (49.1)

Postsurgical systemic treatment

Doublet with or without biologic, FP monotherapy, and triplet with or without biologic 44 (39.2)

CEA status

Preoperative (n = 54)

CEA-positive 41 (75.9)

CEA-negative 13 (24)

At the time of progression (n = 42)

CEA-positive 25 (59.5)

CEA-negative 17 (40.4)

Abbreviations: CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; FP, fluoropyrimidine.
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sensitivity of 46% (6 of 13) and 38.4% (5 of 13), re-

spectively (Fig 5D).

DISCUSSION

In the metastatic setting, ctDNA levels have shown to

correlate with the resection radicality, suggesting ctDNA as

a biomarker to detect MRD and facilitate with early de-

tection of disease progression, thereby enabling a more

informed or appropriate treatment decision.25,26 Although

studies centered on the postsurgical metastatic setting

have been limited, a study by Overman et al27 examined

postliver hepatectomy mCRC cases and reported the

sensitivity and specificity of 58% (95% CI, 41 to 74) and

100% (95% CI, 66 to 100), respectively. This study used a

digital sequencing panel–based ctDNA assay for detecting

residual disease in patients with a minimum follow-up of 1

year and showed correlation of ctDNA status with patient

outcomes, as measured by RFS (HR: 3.1; 95% CI, 1.7 to

9.1; P = .002).27 Similar to these findings, our study pro-

vides evidence on the prognostic value of ctDNA (mPCR-

NGS assay) by identifying 96.7% (59 of 61) of MRD-positive
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FIG 2. Association of postsurgical ctDNA status with disease progression and survival outcomes. (A) ctDNA status of percentage of patients with

disease progression was assessed at a single postsurgical time point (baseline) and in combination of two time points (baseline + follow-up) in

patients not treated with systemic therapy. (B and C) Kaplan-Meier estimates for 112 patients with metastatic colorectal cancer stratified by
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circulating tumor DNA; DFS, disease-free survival; HR, hazard ratio; OS, overall survival.
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mCRC patients who experienced disease progression.

Furthermore, postsurgical MRD-positive status was sig-

nificantly correlated with reduced DFS (HR: 5.8;

P , .0001) and OS (HR: 16.0; P , .001; Figs 2B and 2C).

Taken together, these findings may provide support for

clinical decision making for perioperative systemic treat-

ment, including a rationale for a more aggressive follow-up.

In the present study, we also compared the use of per-

sonalized mPCR-NGS technology with ddPCR for ctDNA

detection and to predict disease progression among KRAS-

mutant patients (n = 14). Our results indicate higher

sensitivity of ctDNA detection with the personalized mPCR-

NGS assay (84.6%) versus ddPCR (38.4%; Fig 5D). Of

note, the design of Natera’s mPCR-NGS assay considers

clonal heterogeneity, which is a common characteristic of

mCRC.28,29 By contrast, orthogonal ctDNA detection tests

such as ddPCR are designed to detect fewer tumor-specific

SNVs at a time, providing less coverage for tumor

heterogeneity.29,30 Thus, these differences may explain

lower sensitivity achieved with ddPCR. Although these

results are encouraging and establish the superior per-

formance of mPCR-NGS–based ctDNA assay over ddPCR

and CEA, a validation of this comparison with a larger

sample set is warranted.

To date, CEA has been the highly studied biomarker for

CRC, although its prognostic value remains unclear. Here,
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we show that within the same set of patients, the sensitivity

of CEA in identifying patients with disease progression was

only 46%, which was lower than personalized mPCR-NGS

ctDNA assay but higher than ddPCR-ctDNA assay. Several

studies have indicated the unreliability of CEA as a bio-

marker for CRC, with limited prognostic value.14-16,31,32 By

contrast, ctDNA has emerged as a promising cancer bio-

marker, which can detect MRD, therapeutic response to

treatment, and recurrent disease with high sensitivity and

specificity across cancers, including CRC.19,33-37

Limitations of the present study include a relatively small

sample size and the retrospective design with the use of

archived samples, because of which we observed a high

degree of necrosis and low tumor cellularity in the tissue

samples, resulting in a WES QC failure rate of 16.9%. This

was because some patients received systemic treatment

before liver or met resection, resulting in deteriorated

sample quality. However, in real-world, prospective studies

with analysis performed on primary or untreated samples,

we have observed a WES QC failure rate of , 3%, which is

compatible with clinical practice.38 Another limitation of our

study is that we only tested two time points (postsurgical) in

this setting. Our future studies will include monitoring of

ctDNA dynamics using serial testing at regular intervals

within a subgroup of patients from the present analysis.

Overall, we believe that the use of serial testing can allow for

tailoring of treatment regimens, with treatment escalation in

patients with progressive disease and the opportunity of

early therapeutic interventions with more aggressive follow-

up in patients who are ctDNA-positive but have not yet

progressed. Additionally, previous studies have shown

ctDNA clearance to be a proxy of treatment efficacy,

especially in the adjuvant setting where postoperative

ctDNA negativity shows better outcomes compared with

ctDNA-positive patients.39We acknowledge the limitation of

our small data set to establish this evidence. However, we

do see a clear pattern, wherein 100% of the patients who

remain positive or turn positive at the second time point

progress as compared with the ctDNA-negative patients.

Another interesting finding was the number of patients who

progressed despite being MRD-negative at first time point

(28%; 23 of 82) and later time point (8.6%; 3 of 35, ie, no

systemic therapy; Fig 2A). Here, we speculate that the

undetectable ctDNA levels, especially at the first time point,

could be due to the surgery-induced increased cfDNA

levels. Henriksen et al40 showed that increased cfDNA

levels observed within 4 weeks postsurgery could confound

the detection of ctDNA in patients with CRC and bladder

cancer. The study suggested a repeat ctDNA testing after

4 weeks in patients who were initially ctDNA-negative.

Thus, our study supports the possibility of extending the

period of MRD testing to 4-6 weeks postsurgery and

implementing serial testing at regular intervals for moni-

toring disease progression. Other reasons for undetectable

ctDNA could be low levels of ctDNA present in the patient

after removal of the primary tumor (MRD time point) and

indolent disease resulting in delayed time to progression or

different anatomical site of progression. Our analysis

showed that the median time to progression for ctDNA-

negative patients on the basis of the first time point was

significantly longer (P = .0002), that is, 12.8 months versus

4 months in ctDNA-positive patients.

Our work also suggests that clinical trials centered on

patients with mCRC could benefit from the implementation
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of ctDNA testing in their design. For example, clinical trials

could benefit from patient stratification on the basis of their

postsurgical MRD status before randomly assigning patients

into a treatment versus placebo arm. Additionally, MRD-

guided trials could also benefit by enriching patients with

high risk of relapse, leading to significant reductions in trial

sample size and unnecessary treatment cost. Furthermore,

the use of ctDNA as a surrogate end point for treatment

response monitoring is being actively investigated, wherein

an early indication of treatment efficacy (ctDNA clearance)

relative to conventional strategies may lead to expedited

approval of new therapies. Our present work supports the

continuous expansion of the number of clinical studies in

patients with mCRC using personalized ctDNA-based MRD

analysis and provides direct evidence of the predictive and

prognostic value of ctDNA, which could help clinicians and

researchers with real numbers to design their clinical studies

and support therapeutic decisions in the adjuvant setting.
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